ABSTRACT To enable the intelligent management of Smart City and improve overall social welfare, it is desirable for the status of infrastructures detected and reported by intelligent devices embedded in them to be forwarded to the data centers. Using ''SCmules'' such as taxis, to opportunistically communicate with intelligent devices and collect data from the sparse networks formed by them in the process of moving is an economical and effective way to achieve this goal. In this paper, the social welfare data collection paradigm SWDCP-SCmules data collection framework is proposed to collect data generated by intelligent devices and forward them to data centers, in which ''SCmules'' are data transmitters picking up data from nearby intelligent devices and then store-carry-forwarding them to nearby data centers via short-range wireless connections in the process of moving. Because of the storage limitations, ''SCmules'' need to weigh the value of data and select some less valuable data to discard when necessary. To quantify the value of data and find a well-performed selection strategy, the concept of priority is introduced to the SWDCP-SCmules scheme, and then, the simulated annealing for priority assignment SA-PA algorithm is proposed to guide the priority assignment. The SA-PA algorithm is a universal algorithm that can improve the performance of SWDCP-SCmules scheme by finding better priority assignment with respect to various optimization targets, such as maximizing collection rate or minimizing redundancy rate, in which priority assignment problem is converted into an optimization problem and simulated annealing is used to optimize the priority assignment. From the perspective of machine learning, the process of optimization is equal to automatically learn socialaware patterns from past GPS trajectory data. Experiments based on real GPS trajectory data of taxis in Beijing are conducted to show the effectiveness and efficiency of SWDCP-SCmules scheme and SA-PA algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) is experiencing extremely rapid development. There are several phenomena which can prove this trends: Firstly, the amount of data generated by IoT has been growing exponentially since past few years [1] - [9] . A Cisco's report reveals that the overall data traffic of IoT in 2014 has grown to 69 percent and is approximately 30 times the size of the entire global Internet in 2000 [3] , [10] . Secondly, the number of connected devices have already exceeded the total number of people living on Earth since 2011. Connected devices have reached 9 billion and are expected to reach 24 billion by 2020 [11] , [12] . Thirdly, in 2012, application systems based on IoT has contributed $4.8 trillion to revenue of international corporations and the number is still soaring since then, according to another report from Cisco [10] , [13] .
Due to the rapid development of IoT, the intelligent management of city becomes possible, which enables us to achieve the dream of Smart City.
In the process of constructing Smart City, sensors and actuators will definitely find their place because of their low costs and energy consumption [14] - [17] . Intelligent devices, which are equipped with various sensors and actuators, can be embedded into infrastructures of Smart City to enhance their productivity and functionality, such as detecting and reporting the status of infrastructures [14] . For example: garbage cans with intelligent devices can monitor their trash level, if they are filled up with trashes, the intelligent devices will detect it and send request for cleaning; Street lights with intelligent devices can detect their status, such as the power supply and the condition of bulbs, and send request for maintaining. More applications can be found in the fields of electricity facility, communication system, contamination monitoring, sanitary engineering, etc [18] .
Although the form of applications is distinct, they all share a common abstract paradigm: detecting status of infrastructures and forwarding it to related municipal departments, which will then take measures to maintain the infrastructures. This paradigm realizes the intelligent management of city infrastructures, which will make a more comfortable city environment and improve social welfare significantly [17] , [18] . In this paper, this paradigm is called Social Welfare Data Collection Paradigm (SWDCP Paradigm).
To implement SWDCP paradigm, how to establish network connections between the large amount of intelligent devices distributed in the whole city and municipal departments is a core problem [17] .
In fact, the way to establish such kind of network connections really depends on the requirements of communication:
For real time communications, there are two feasible approaches: the first one is to equip each intelligent device with a SIM card [17] , the second one is to build permanent base stations to relay data/messages generated by intelligent devices located in their coverage area [19] . However, they both have their own shortcomings. For the first approach, the high costs and energy consumption sharply reduce the advantage of this approach [20] , [21] . Besides that, this approach potentially increases the number of devices occupying radio frequency (RF): concretely speaking, RF is a kind of valuable limited communication resource. Devices occupying RF have already reached 9 billion and are expected to reach 24 billion by 2020 [22] . The first approach will significantly increase such devices and thereby make the problem of the scarcity of RF much more serious [1] , [3] , [8] . For the second approach, as new infrastructures are built and old infrastructures are removed in the process of city construction, the distribution of intelligent devices in the city also constantly change, which makes building permanent base stations covering all intelligent devices impossible [17] .
However, for most applications in SWDCP paradigm, real time communication is not necessary, That is to say, the data/messages generated by devices are not necessary to be report to municipal departments immediately, some delay is acceptable. For example, when the bulb of a street light doesn't work, the intelligent device embedded in this street light doesn't need to report this status to maintenance department immediately since one street light's malfunction doesn't influence the overall illumination of the city, several hours' data transmission delay is acceptable. Similarly, when a garbage can is filled with trashes, the intelligent device embedded in this garbage can doesn't need to report this status to sanitary department immediately since there are other available garbage cans nearby, several days' data transmission delay is acceptable [17] . Based on this feature, Bonola et al. think this type of network connections shares a lot of common features with Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) [17] , [23] .
Bonola et al. further proposed a data collection scheme for this kind of network connection based on Oblivious Data Mules [17] . There are three entities in their scheme: oblivious data mules, intelligent devices and data centers. Oblivious data mules (hereinafter referred to as mules), which are inspired by the work of Shah et al. [19] , are mobile IoT nodes moving in Smart City and can opportunistically communicate with intelligent devices via short-range wireless communication to pick up data/messages and buffer them in their own storage. When mules move to the neighborhood of data centers, the buffered data/messages will be forwarded to data centers via short-range wireless communication. Intelligent devices are incorporated into the infrastructures of Smart City, they are capable of detecting the status of infrastructures and sending the data/messages to mules via short-range wireless communication. Data centers are special computing and processing nodes distributed in fixed locations of Smart City, they can connect with cloud tier via high-speed network to forward data/messages, their major responsibility is receiving data/messages buffered by nearby mules and forwarding them to cloud tier, which is accessible to corresponding municipal departments. Once municipal departments receive these data/messages, they will take measures to maintain related infrastructures. Most data centers are deployed in downtown area of Smart City to boost collection efficiency.
Here is a concrete instance: many objects can be regarded as mules in Smart City, such as taxis, buses and pedestrians holding portable communication devices [24] , [25] . Taxis are the most ideal among them since they have several great features: they move independently according to customers' demands and can cover an extensive area of Smart City with somewhat random paths (with respect to buses that move only on main streets) and work 24/7. Taxis equipped with transceivers, which are capable of communicating via shortrange wireless networks and exchanging data with neighboring intelligent devices and data centers [19] , can be regarded as mobile IoT nodes, i.e. mules. The transceivers are incorporated into the chips of taxis and can automatically incidentally pick up data/messages sent by nearby intelligent devices when taxis are moving in Smart City to send passengers to their destinations. The data/messages incidentally collected in the process of motion are buffered and then dumped to data centers when taxis are passing near them. Data centers then simply filter out duplicated data/messages and forward the remaining information to cloud tier via the high-speed network connection. The relative municipal departments can access these data/messages from cloud tier and then take measures to maintain corresponding infrastructures. Note that the major task of taxis is serving passengers, the process of data/messages collection is incidental, which is automatically manipulated by transceivers, rather than drivers, that's why we call data mules oblivious.
The scheme proposed by Bonola et al. is cost-saving and energy-efficient [17] . However, this model can still be refined because it assumes the storage of mules is infinite, that is to say, mules can store all data/messages picked up along the course of moving and don't need to worry about the situation that their storage is full. Conversely, in reality, infinite storage is of impossibility and mules can only store limited data/messages. We call this refined model of mules as Storage-constrained oblivious data mules (hereinafter referred to as SCmules). Due to the storage limitation, SCmules have to discard some less important data/messages stored in buffer to make some free space in the situation that their storage is full and new more valuable data/messages are picked up. This situation occurs frequently because of the large number of intelligent devices installed in city. The selection strategy of how to choose more valuable data/messages to store and less valuable data/messages to discard plays a vital role in improving data/messages collection efficiency and overall social welfare of Smart City [26] . To prove the vitality of the selection strategy, we continue to use the aforementioned example to illustrate it: If the selection strategy is simply discarding new picked-up data/messages when the storage is full, a bad phenomenon will occur: data centers will receive a lot of duplications of data/messages from the downtown areas of a city, i.e. hotspot areas, but few data/messages from other areas, especially the remote areas, are collected. This is because the hotspot areas are always the transportation hubs of the city. The frequency that taxis pass by there is much higher than the frequency of other areas. Therefore, the probability that data/messages from hotspot areas are picked up by taxis is much higher than the probability of other areas, i.e. data/messages from hotspot areas have higher probability of occupying the storage and then being forwarded to data centers. Conversely, when taxis pass through remote area, it is likely to have no more storage to pick up new data/messages from there. So this example illustrates a bad selection strategy will lead to low data/messages collection efficiency and poor social welfare.
Now that the selection strategy is of vitality, how can we find an effective and efficient selection strategy? To answer this question, two tasks have to be finished: the first one is to introduce a universal way to formally describe selection strategy, the second one is to find a well-performed selection strategy.
A natural way to formally describe selection strategy is to introduce the concept of priority: We assign each intelligent device with a unique priority. Every registered SCmule owns a priority table, which records the priorities of all intelligent devices. The priority table is used to guide how to weigh the importance of data/messages. In detail, when the storage of a SCmule is not full, this SCmule will greedily buffer data/messages as much as possible; but when the storage is full, this SCmule will use the priority table to weigh the priority of new picked-up data/messages with the priorities of those stored in buffer. If the new picked-up one's priority is less than the priorities of all data/messages buffered, it will be simply discarded; otherwise, it will replace the buffered data/message with the least priority. The main principle of this process is to maximize the sum of priorities of data/messages buffered, which is referred as Greedy Selection Principle.
Obviously, the priority model is a natural and effective way to formally describe the selection strategy. In the example of illustrating the vitality of selection strategy, the poor selection strategy we used can be regarded as assigning each intelligent devices with equal priorities.
By combing SCmules, the model of priority and greedy selection principle, we propose a new concrete implementation of SWDCP paradigm for DTN, which is called Social Welfare Data Collection Paradigm based on StorageConstrained Oblivious Data Mules (SWDCP-SCmules scheme).
To implement SWDCP-SCmules, we still have to address the second task which is how to assign priority to make an effective and efficient selection strategy. We refer to this problem as Priority Assignment Problem.
However, the priority assignment problem is really a challenge since there are three potential difficulties:
(1) The meaning of effectiveness and efficiency is ambiguous, different scenarios have different interpretations and correspond to different priority assignment methods. So it is troublesome to design new algorithms for every concrete interpretation of effectiveness and efficiency. For example, as will be described in section 3.2, in most cases, the definition of effectiveness and efficiency corresponds to maximizing collection rate and minimizing redundancy rate, but there are always some new demands, such as reducing collection delay of some important infrastructures, emerging with the advent of new applications. The algorithm designed for original demands fails to optimize these new demands and require a complete redesign. It is too troublesome to design new algorithm for every new demand. (2) Even if we have an accurate definition of effectiveness and efficiency, i.e. optimization target, it is still too hard to design an appropriate algorithm that can optimize the performance of priority assignment according to this definition, not to mention a universal algorithm that can solve all unpredictable optimization targets.
For example, if the optimization target is to maximize collection rate and minimize redundancy rate, finding an effective pattern that can support the design of algorithm needs vast amounts of manual observation and thinking. In fact, it is impossible for human intelligence to perceive all the potential patterns lying in essence. Even if we have found an important pattern, e.g. decreasing the priorities of intelligent devices near data centers and increasing the priorities of those far from data centers can increase collection rate and decrease redundancy rate, you will still probably ignore the fact that this pattern doesn't work when the intelligent devices locate in the end point of one-way streets (In section 5.1, we will give a detailed possible explanation of how this pattern works and why it fails in that case). (3) The most fatal problem is that patterns are not static.
As time goes on, new patterns emerge, old patterns disappear and some patterns change periodically. For example, in hot summer, district near natatoriums will become hotspot areas and share the common features of downtown areas, but in other seasons, these districts will be ordinary areas. According to the analysis above, we can infer that it is difficult to solve priority assignment problem using traditional approach, which is finding effective patterns and then using these patterns to design algorithms. However, we can consider to use the idea from machine learning, that is, to use learning algorithm to automatically learn social-aware patterns or other information from data and then utilize them to address this challenging problem.
The basis of why learning algorithm works is that there are a lot of social-aware patterns, which are patterns that can reflect the social preferences of citizens in Smart City, lying in the GPS trajectory data of SCmules. Concretely speaking, the GPS trajectory data of SCmules can reflect the overall social preferences of SCmules (i.e. the social preferences of citizens in Smart City). To prove this statement, we briefly illustrate an instance in this section (In section 5.1, we will explore the meaning of social-awareness more deeply): the GPS trajectory data of taxis, one of the typical examples of SCmules, can implicitly show the social preferences of citizens in the Smart City, such as the hotspot areas of Smart City in certain time interval, the preferred destinations of passengers in certain time interval, the preferred routes that drivers take in certain time interval and many other social labels. Therefore, we can use learning algorithm to automatically mine for these potential social-aware patterns lying in the data without any manual teaching and use them to make a better priority assignment to improve the performance of SWDCP-SCmules scheme.
In this paper, we try to convert the priority assignment problem to an optimization problem based on the idea from machine learning and then use simulated annealing metaheuristic to design a universal algorithm that can automatically find a priority assignment of good quality with respect to various optimization targets based on the social-aware patterns lying in the GPS trajectory data of SCmules in the past time. Concretely speaking, first, we need to specify the meaning of effectiveness and efficiency, that is to say, we need to use a performance measure to quantify the meaning of effectiveness and efficiency. The performance measure we used is the optimization target function J of priority assignment P; then, due to the future shares similar socialaware patterns with the past, we can use the past GPS trajectory data of SCmules to train a priority assignment P that can optimize the optimization target function J and predict that P will also achieve good performance in the future. Because of the complexity of the computation of J with respect to P based on the past GPS trajectory data, we apply simulated annealing metaheuristic to search for appropriate P in search space that can optimize J. We refer to this method of solving priority assignment problem as Simulated Annealing for Priority Assignment Algorithm (SA-PA algorithm).
Based on real GPS trajectory dataset of taxis during the period of Feb. 2 to Feb. 8, 2008 in Beijing, the effectiveness of SA-PA algorithm can be proved in section 6.
The main contributions of this paper can be described as three points:
(1) We propose a Social Welfare Data Collection Paradigm based on Storage-Constrained Oblivious Data Mules (SWDCP-SCmules scheme) in which storage-constrained oblivious data mules can incidentally pick up data/messages generated by intelligent devices embedded in infrastructures of Smart City in the process of motion and store-carry-forward them to data centers, which will then notify related department to maintain corresponding infrastructures. Unlike the previous research, in SWDCP-SCmules scheme, SCmules are storage-constrained, which is much more real than the previous model. SWDCP-SCmules scheme enables the intelligent management of city to be possible and leads to the improvement of overall social welfare. (2) Because of the storage limitation, SCmules have to weigh the importance of data/messages and discard some less important data/messages stored in the situation that their storage is full and new valuable data/messages are picked up. Therefore, the selection strategy is extremely important in SWDCP-SCmules. In this paper, the concept of priority is introduced to model the selection strategy to the priority assignment. Every intelligent device is assigned with a unique priority, which forms the priority Algorithm (SA-PA algorithm) is proposed to learn social-aware patterns from GPS trajectory data of SCmules. The SA-PA algorithm converts the priority assignment problem to an optimization problem based on the idea from machine learning and makes a simulated annealing-based universal algorithm that can automatically find priority assignments of good quality with respect to various optimization targets based on the GPS trajectory data of SCmules in the past time. Below is the organization of the rest of this paper: In section 2, related works are reviewed. In section 3, the system model and problem statement of SWDCP-SCmules scheme and SA-PA algorithm are described. In section 4, SWDCP-SCmules scheme is proposed in detail. In section 5, SA-PA algorithm is described in detail. In section 6, experimental results are given to show the performance of SWDCP-SCmules scheme and SA-PA algorithm. In section 7, the conclusion of this paper is described.
II. RELATED WORK A. DATA COLLECTION FRAMEWORK OF IoT
We first observe the structure of SWDCP-SCmules scheme from the perspective of data collection tasks. As illustrated in Figure 1 , IoT data collection framework can be divided into 2 tiers: the data collection tier (DCT) and the cloud tier (CT). The main function of DCT, which is the base tier of IoT data collection framework, is sensing and collecting data [27] . The main function of CT, which is the core tier of IoT, is refining data collected by DCT and convert them to the elements of service [10] . For example, the network constructed in SWDCPSCmules scheme can be seen as a kind of vehicular mobile networks, a concrete form of the IoT data collection framework, in a narrow sense. In DCT, sensors are incorporated into infrastructures of the city [28] to sense the status of them. Vehicles opportunistically communicate with nearby sensors to pick up data/messages generated by the nearby sensors and then store-carry-forward to nearby data centers when passing the nearby data centers [17] . Data centers then send the received data/messages from DCT to CT via highspeed network connections to notify related departments to maintain corresponding infrastructures.
In this paper, we focus on the DCT part of the IoT data collection framework. According to the difference of applications, DCT can be categorized as different networks, such as wireless sensor networks [5] , [6] , [14] , [15] , [26] , [28] , participatory sensing networks [18] , [26] , [29] , crowd sensing networks [29] , vehicular mobile networks [17] and delay tolerant networks [23] . The researches on wireless sensor networks (WSNs) start comparatively earlier [30] . In WSNs, a large amount of wireless sensor nodes are deployed in geographic position to construct a fine-grained network connections. WSNs can be used to monitor certain objects or indexes in geographic areas, such as local temperatures [31] . Unlike WSNs, the main participant objects in participatory sensing networks and crowd sensing networks are people holding mobile smart phones which are equipped with sensing devices. As people move around city, those mobile smart phones automatically sense and collect data using sensing devices and communicate via cell networks [18] , [26] , [29] . The two main features of participatory sensing networks and crowd sensing networks are that the number of sensing devices is large and these sensing devices can move around to sense and collect data. Vehicular mobile networks are another form of networks in DCT. The basis of its network connection is the motion of vehicles and their opportunistic communication [17] . In delay tolerant networks (DTNs), all sensors are moving around and opportunistically communicate with each other to exchange data [23] . The major feature of DTNS is that transmission delay is not an important measure of network performance.
In this paper, the networks constructed by the SWDCP-SCmules scheme can be regarded as a synthesis of these five networks mentioned above [17] . In the synthesized networks, the geographic locations of intelligent devices, which are responsible for sensing and collecting data, are fixed, which is similar to sensors in WSNs. But SCmules, which are responsible for collecting and transferring data, are moving around the city to pick up data and store-carryforward to data centers, which is same as vehicular mobile networks. The data collection process of the synthesized networks relies on the extensive participation of SCmules, which is similar to participatory sensing networks and crowd sensing networks. The transmission delay of data collection is not that important in the synthesized networks, which is similar to DTNs.
In the rest of this subsection, we will introduce these five networks in detail, i.e. wireless sensor networks, participatory sensing networks and crowd sensing networks, vehicular mobile networks, delay tolerant networks and their relations to the SWDCP-SCmules scheme respectively.
In early days, WSNs are put forward to monitor certain objects or indexes in local areas by deploying a large amount of wireless sensor nodes to form fine-grained networks [2] , [5] , [6] , [9] , [16] , [21] , [31] . This is somewhat similar to SWDCP-SCmules scheme's intelligent devices embedded in infrastructures. But a major difference between them is the deployment of intelligent devices is planless, sporadic and geographically sparse, which means they will not form self-organized networks like WSNs. Therefore, the data collection process relies on the motion and store-carryforward mechanism of SCmules, rather than the fine-grained networks formed by wireless sensors.
There are two major elements in WSNs: sensors and sinks. Sensors are ordinary wireless sensor nodes which is responsible for sensing data. Besides sensors, there are some special wireless sensor nodes called sinks deployed in WSNs, which can be regarded as the destination of data collection.
Routing algorithm is the algorithm that routes data from sensors to sinks [2] , [3] , [31] . In WSNs, the key problem of data collection is to find an efficient routing algorithm, that is to say, to find a routing path from sensors to sinks with high quality of service (QoS). Some typical measures of QoS are energy consumption, network lifetime, transmission delay and packet loss rate. Usually, there exist some tradeoffs between different measures of QoS, for example, reducing transmission delay and packet loss rate will lead to higher energy consumption and shorter network lifetime [2] , [3] , [9] , [26] , [31] . Unlike WSNs, routing problem is not a problem in SWDCP-SCmules scheme, because the intelligent devices cannot form fine-grained networks and data transmission relies on the opportunistic communications among SCmules, intelligent devices and data centers.
Another relevant networks is wireless sensor actor networks (WSANs). WSANs consist of a large amount of inexpensive sensor nodes and a small amount of expensive powerful mobile actor nodes (e.g. robots) [32] . After receiving messages (e.g. fire alarm) sent by a certain sensor node, actor nodes (e.g. robots) will move to the position of this sensor node and deal with the emergency reported in the messages (e.g. putting out the fire). In WSANs, actor nodes move constantly, therefore how to effectively and reliably route the messages generated by sensor nodes to moving actor nodes becomes the central problem in WSANs.
In some forms of WSNs, mule nodes are adopted to relay data/messages [24] , [25] . In most cases, there are some hotspot areas, in which energy consumption is much higher than other areas, in WSNs. Mule nodes relay data between sinks and hotspot areas to reduce energy consumption in hotspot areas, thereby increasing network lifetime.
2) PARTICIPATORY SENSING NETWORKS & CROWD SENSING NETWORKS
With the rapid development of portable devices, participatory sensing networks and crowd sensing networks have great potential in collecting and sharing sensing information through smartphones and other portable devices [18] , [26] , [29] .
The main feature of participatory sensing networks and crowd sensing networks is that a large amount of sensing devices participate in monitoring and sensing the same type of data to accomplish the same task. For example, when the task is monitoring PM 2.5 of a city, it is too costly to establish a lot of PM 2.5 monitor stations distributed in the whole city. In addition, due to the limited number of PM 2.5 monitors, the accuracy of results is also limited. But when using participatory sensing networks and crowd sensing networks, citizens' mobile phones can sense and report their location's PM 2.5 spontaneously, which significantly reduce the costs and increase the accuracy of results [18] , [29] .
In participatory sensing networks and crowd sensing networks, portable devices can directly connect to Internet to share data, therefore the focus of participatory sensing networks and crowd sensing networks is not how to forward the data collected by portable devices to centralized station, but how to motivate users to participate in the process of collecting sensing data. A practical adaptive incentive strategy to motivate the enthusiasm of users is to offer rewards to data reporters [18] . In this strategy, data are linked to rewards (e.g. money). If we want to collect more data of a certain part (e.g. the PM 2.5 of a certain area), we can increase the rewards to reporters who report this part of data. Conversely, if we want to collect less data of another certain part, we can decrease the rewards to reporters who reports this part of data. The adaptive adjustment of rewards will finally level off to market equilibrium, which will increase the overall efficiency.
In the SWDCP-SCmules scheme, we don't adopt this adaptive incentive strategy. The strategy we adopt is that fixed rewards are given to users who are willing to install transceivers and participate in the collection of sensing data, i.e. SCmules. In this strategy, the existence of transceivers is nearly transparent to users. Transceivers automatically sense and collect data according to unified arrangement from data collector. Users don't need to worry about the running of transceivers, to get rewards, what they need to do is to carry the transceivers when they are moving around the city. This unified strategy can increase the overall efficiency and avoid Prisoner's dilemma.
There is a problem in the participatory sensing networks and crowd sensing networks. That is, there are some hotspot areas in the networks where more portable devices locate. Data from hotspot areas is much easier to be collected than data from other areas. If all portable devices report the same amount of data, the amount of data we collected from hotspot areas will be excessive, but the amount of data we collected from other areas will be not enough [26] . SWDCP-SCmules scheme also have similar problem. Tham et al. proposed a data collection scheme based on Quality of Contribution which can balance the collection of sensing data in its covered area [29] . Besides this, Quality of Information is also proposed to address this problem [33] .
3) VEHICULAR MOBILE NETWORKS
In vehicular mobile networks, vehicles spontaneously connect with each other via wireless networks to exchange data [34] . A wide range of applications can be realized by vehicular mobile networks, such as traffic jam reporting [35] . At present, the research of vehicular mobile networks focus on the communication of vehicles to vehicles (V2V) and vehicles to devices (V2D).
SWDCP-SCmules scheme can be implemented by vehicular mobile networks. Taxis are typical SCmules that can be used in this scheme. However, unlike traditional vehicular mobile networks, the main communication objects of this scheme are intelligent devices and data centers.
4) DELAY TOLERANT NETWORKS
SWDCP-SCmules scheme can be regarded as a special case of DTNs from the perspective of transmission delay requirements [17] . In traditional DTN, both the data generator and receiver are mobile, when two mobile nodes encounter with each other, they can exchange and relay their data to achieve the goal of data diffusion [23] . The major feature of DTNs is that data's transmission delay and the aim of data diffusion has no strict requirement. In most cases, the delay of data transmission is not an important measure of network performance and the aim of data transmission is just diffusing data as large as possible.
However, in the SWDCP-SCmules scheme, the positions of data generators (i.e. intelligent devices) are fixed, the positions of data transmitters (i.e. SCmules) are mobile and the positions of data receivers (i.e. data centers) are fixed. The aim of data transmission is to obliviously transmit data from data generators to data receivers by data transmitters. To achieve this aim, we don't put any management strategy on data transmitters, the process of data collection is totally incidental and oblivious.
B. MACHINE LEARNING
Tom Mitchell gives a received definition of machine learning in 1998: A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some task T and some performance measure P, if its performance on T , as measured by P, improves with experience E [36] . As will be illustrated in section 5.3, SA-PA algorithm can be categorized into machine learning program according to this definition.
One typical work flow of machine learning program is to find an appropriate hypothesis from hypothesis set and use learning algorithm to learn the parameters of hypothesis based on training set and generate the final hypothesis [37] . The SA-PA algorithm conforms to this work flow according to the illustration of section 5.3.
C. SIMULATED ANNEALING METAHEURISTIC
Optimization problems are the problems of finding the best solution from all feasible solutions [38] , the priority assignment problem is a typical optimization problem.
Metaheuristics are one of the practical techniques to solve optimization problems. Typical metaheuristics include simulated annealing, tabu search, ant colony optimization and so on. Although the quality of solution provided by metaheuristics have no guarantee, for most computationally complicated optimization problems, metaheuristics can lead to better solution than other algorithm design method when given limited time [38] . So metaheuristics are perfect candidates for solving the priority assignment problem due to the computationally complication.
Simulated annealing is a metaheuristic proposed by Suman and Kumar [39] . It can be regarded as an improvement of local search algorithm. The aim of local search algorithm, such as hill climbing method [39] , is to find local optimums by moving from solution to solution in search space using local changes. Simulated annealing introduces acceptance probability into local search algorithm to allow inferior moves to be accepted. A move will be accepted in the following acceptance probability X:
where is the performance of the move, or more simply speaking, the difference between the height after taking the move and the height before taking the move, T 0 is the temperature parameter, which controls the probability of taking an inferior move [39] .
To apply simulated annealing metaheuristic to solve optimization problems, three elements need to be specified: configuration, evaluation function and neighborhood function. Configuration is the representation of feasible solution, all configurations form the search space. Evaluation function is the measure of optimization target. Neighborhood function defines the way moving from solution to solution.
III. THE SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT A. THE SYSTEM MODEL
In SWDCP-SCmules scheme, intelligent devices are embedded in the infrastructures of city. Assume there are m intelligent devices in total, which consist of set S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m }. These intelligent devices are selfpowered, which is possible nowadays due to the development of energy harvesting technology [40] . The intelligent devices have two main functions: detecting the status of infrastructures and sending data/messages via short-range wireless communications (due to the limitation of energy, the communication range is limited). For example, intelligent devices deployed in garbage cans can detect the level of trashes periodically and, when SCmules pass by them, they can forward the data/messages of the trash level to SCmules via wireless communications.
Every intelligent device is assigned with a unique priority, which is a measure of the importance of the data/messages generated by this intelligent device. For intelligent device S i , its corresponding priority is P i . Suppose the set of priority is P = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P m } and its corresponding m-dimensional
There is a one-to-one correspondence between P and P. We will not explicitly distinguish P and P in following context since both P and P can be used to express priority assignments, i.e. priority table. Obviously, from the perspective of linear algebra, all possible priority assignments form a subset of m-dimensional space.
Besides intelligent devices, there are k data centers distributed in fixed locations of Smart City, especially the downtown areas. The i-th data center is h i , all data centers form the set H = {h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h k }. As described in section 1, data centers are special computing and processing nodes which can connect with cloud tier via high-speed networks to forward data/messages. Their major responsibilities are receiving data/messages buffered by nearby SCmules and then forwarding them to cloud tier, which is accessible to corresponding municipal departments. Loosely speaking, data centers can be viewed as the destination of transmission: data/messages generated by intelligent devices are eventually forwarded to data centers via SCmules. Data centers may receive a lot of duplicated information since several SCmules may buffer the same data/messages when passing by the same intelligent devices in the same time period. This phenomenon is unwanted because it wastes energy and occupies precious limited storage of SCmules.
There are n total SCmules which consist of set V = {V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V n }. SCmules, which can be regarded as mobile IoT nodes, move independently in Smart City. They are equipped with short-range transceivers. In the process of motion, when SCmules pass near intelligent devices, transceivers can automatically detect the active intelligent devices within their communication range, pick up the data/messages which these active intelligent devices are sending and then buffer them into their storage. Similarly, when SCmules pass near data centers, the transceiver can detect the existence of these data centers within their communication range, dump all the data/messages buffered in their storage to data centers and then clear their storage. To simplify the model, we assume the data transmission processes between intelligent devices and SCmules and the data transmission process between data centers and SCmules are instant. This is feasible in most cases due to the rapid development of new radio technologies such as Ultra-Wideband (UWB) [41] , even if the worst situation occurs, such as packet loss or unfinished packet transmission, SCmules can simply discard these damaged packets since the oblivious and incidental data collection feature of SWDCP-SCmules scheme. The storages of SCmules are limited. Suppose SCmule V i can store Q i data/messages at most and all Q i form set Q = {Q 1 , Q 2 , . . . , Q m }. When the storage is full and new valuable data/messages are picked up. SCmules will use greedy selection principle, which is described in section 1 and section 4.4, to maximize the sum of priorities of data/messages buffered.
We refer to the quintuple C = (S, P, H, V, Q) as a configuration, which is a concrete deployment of SWDCP-SCmules scheme in Smart City.
B. PROBLEM STATEMENTS
Simply speaking, the biggest problem of SWDCP-SCmules scheme is how to make it effective and efficient. For a certain configuration C = (S, P, H, V, Q) in Smart City, the only element that can be manually changed to improve performance is priority assignment P. After all, intelligent devices, data centers and transceivers are deployed in advance and cannot be changed arbitrarily. That is to say, the priority assignment P is the only factor that can be easily altered to improve the performance of SWDCP-SCmules scheme as illustrated in section 1.
However, the meaning of effectiveness and efficiency is ambiguous since different scenarios have their own different concrete meaning. To specify the meaning of effectiveness and efficiency, we introduce a universal optimization target function J to quantify them. J can be thought as a quantified performance measure of SWDCP-SCmules scheme. The larger J is, the more effective and efficient SWDCPSCmules scheme is. We convert the problem of making SWDCP-SCmules scheme effective and efficient to an optimization problem of J with respect to C (In fact, C is dominated by P as other elements cannot be controlled easily).
For example, in most cases, the interpretation of effectiveness and efficiency corresponds to high collection rate and low redundancy rate. Collection rate, redundancy rate and their synthesized rate are formally defined as follow:
Collection rate is the number of distinct data/messages (excluding duplicated data/messages) collected by data centers in a given time interval. It is obvious that the higher collection rate is, the less data/messages loss in the process of data transmission of SCmules. Therefore, we should maximize collection rate.
For a given time interval T = [ t x , t y ) where t x and t y are timestamps, assume the total number of data/messages generated by all intelligent devices is G C T , the total number of distinct data/messages collected by data centers is k C T , we can define the collection rate C C T as
Redundancy rate is the ratio of the number of duplicated data/messages collected by data centers to the number of data/messages collected by data centers in a given time interval. It is obvious that the more duplicated data/messages data centers collect, the lower storage utilization efficiency SCmules are and the more energy the whole system wastes. Therefore, we should minimize redundancy rate.
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For a given time interval T = [ t x , t y ) where t x and t y are timestamps, the total number of data/messages collected by data centers is K C T , the total number of duplicated data/messages collected by data centers is
, we can define the redundancy rate R C T as
In the following context, we will also use effective collection rate R C T as a substitution of R C T , which is defined as
Obviously, the higher R C T is, the lower R C T is. Conversely, the lower R C T is, the higher R C T is. By the way, it is worth to mention that the way we define redundancy rate is similar to the definition of repurchase rate in the field of management, which proves the definition of redundancy rate is reasonable.
Based on the definitions of collection rate and redundancy rate, we can define three distinct optimization target functions:
(1) Collection rate optimization target function
The optimization target of J C is to maximize the overall collection rate. (2) Effective collection rate optimization target function J R
The optimization target of J R is to minimize redundancy rate or maximize effective collection rate. (3) Synthesized optimization target function J S We can synthesize the two optimization targets, i.e. maximizing collection rate C C T and minimizing redundancy rate R C T , to form a synthesized rate and make a concrete synthesized optimization target function J S :
where λ 1 + λ 2 = 1, λ 1 ≥ 0 and λ 2 ≥ 0. Maximizing J S is equivalent to maximizing C and minimizing R in the same time. The higher J S is, the higher C is and the lower R is.
J C , J R and J S will be used in the following context as examples of optimization target functions to prove the effectiveness and efficiency of SWDCP-SCmules scheme and SA-PA algorithm.
In summary, we introduce a universal optimization target function J to measure the performance of a certain configuration of SWDCP-SCmules scheme. In different applications, the meaning of effectiveness and efficiency is different, we can use different J to quantify them. Optimizing J with respect to configuration C (In fact, C is dominated by P as other elements cannot be controlled easily) can acquire an optimized configuration that significantly improve the performance of SWDCP-SCmules scheme. Therefore, the formal problem we have to tackle with is max C J We propose the SA-PA algorithm to solve this problem in section 5.
IV. SWDCP-SCMULES SCHEME A. OVERVIEW
To realize the intelligent management of city and improve the overall social welfare, we can deploy intelligent devices to infrastructures of city and make them monitor and report the status of these infrastructures to corresponding departments, of which responsibility is to maintain the infrastructures' normal function. As illustrated in section 1, we refer to this abstract paradigm as Social welfare data collection paradigm (SWDCP paradigm). Many applications can be realized by this paradigm, such as the intelligent monitoring of the conditions of street lights.
To give a concrete, feasible and economical scheme to implement SWDCP paradigm, many related researches have been done as introduced in section 1. In this paper, we propose a Social Welfare Data Collection Scheme based on Storage-Constrained Oblivious Data Mules (SWDCP-SCmules scheme), which can be regarded as a refined model proposed by Bonola et al. [17] , to collect data/messages distributed in the sparse network formed by intelligent devices. The main feature of this scheme is that oblivious data mules are storage-constrained, which is much more realistic than previous researches. In the following context, we refer to this kind of oblivious data mules as SCmules.
Below we describe this scheme on the whole: Intelligent devices are embedded into the infrastructures of Smart City to detect their status. Once the status meets a certain condition, the communication function of intelligent devices will be activated and tries to report data/messages to nearby SCmules via short-range wireless communication. SCmules are mobile IoT nodes moving in Smart City, they are equipped with transceivers which enable them to opportunistically communicate with nearby nodes. When SCmules pass near active intelligent devices which are trying to report data/messages, they will detect the existence of them and pick up data/messages sent by them obliviously and incidentally. As the storage is limited, when receiving new data/messages, SCmules will determine whether the new data/messages will be buffered or not according to the remaining storage space they have and the priority of the intelligent devices generated these data/messages. The selection principle is to greedily maximize the sum of priorities of data/messages stored. We refer to this principle as greedy selection principle. Besides intelligent devices and SCmules, there are many data centers deployed in fixed locations of Smart City, especially downtown areas. Data centers can be viewed as the destination of data collection, they are special computing and processing nodes that can connect with cloud tier via high-speed network to forward data/messages. When SCmules pass near them, they will dump all data/messages buffered in their storage to them and then clear their buffer. Data centers received these data/messages will forward them to cloud tier, which is accessible to municipal departments. Once corresponding municipal departments see these data/messages, they will take measures to maintain the related infrastructures.
To illustrate the scheme in a concrete way, below is an example of the application of monitoring the health status of allée trees using SWDCP-SCmules scheme (see Figure 2 ): Intelligent devices are deployed on allée trees to monitor their health status, once these devices detect that these allée trees are in unhealthy condition, such as water shortage, pest threaten, the communication function of these intelligent devices will be activated immediately and try to report the messages via short-range wireless communication. Taxis equipped with transceivers, which are typical types of SCmules, move in Smart City to send passengers to destinations, when taxis pass near these active intelligent devices, which are trying to report messages, transceivers will detect the existence of them, pick up the messages obliviously and incidentally and then buffer them according to greedy selection principle. In the process of sending passengers to destinations, taxis may also pass near some data centers, which are distributed in fixed locations of Smart City. When a certain data center is nearby, transceivers will detect the existence of it and dump all data/messages buffered in storage to it. After receiving these messages, data centers will simply process them, such as filter out duplicated messages and then forward them to cloud tier via high-speed network connections, gardening department will receive this message from cloud tier and then send staffs to water the allée trees.
In rest of this section, we will give a detailed introduction of how intelligent devices, data centers and SCmules work in section 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, respectively.
B. INTELLIGENT DEVICES
Various intelligent devices are embedded in the infrastructures of Smart City to enhance their functionality and productivity. Most of them are self-powered. They have two main functions: detecting the status of the infrastructures and communicating via short-range wireless networks.
To illustrate the running process of intelligent devices, we divide their running process into three states: detecting state, latency state and transmission state. In detecting state, the detecting function of intelligent devices is activated to detect the status of infrastructures. If a certain condition is satisfied (e.g. the infrastructures turn into bad condition or the current time is the arranged time of reporting), the latency state is activated. In latency state, the communication function of intelligent devices is active and waits for the appearance of SCmules within communication range to transmit data/messages to them. This state may consume unnecessary energy since intelligent devices have no idea of when SCmules will pass near them, many researches have been done to solve this problem in ad hoc networks, which can also be used to address the problem in this situation [42] , [43] . Once a certain SCmule appears in the communication range of intelligent devices, the intelligent devices will turn into transmission state imediately, it will then communicate directly with the SCmule to send data/messages to it. Figure 3 illustrates the running process of intelligent devices. 
C. DATA CENTERS
Data centers are special computing and processing nodes distributed in fixed locations of Smart City. They are connected with cloud tier using high-speed networks to forward data/messages and can detect the existence of SCmules within their communication range and receive data/messages from them via short-range wireless communication. They have sufficient stable power supply because they are installed in fixed locations, so their communication range is usually larger than intelligent devices.
The running process of data centers can be divided into three states (see Figure 4 ): latency state, receiving state and forwarding state. Unlike intelligent devices, data centers are always in latency state to detect the appearance of SCmules within their communication range. Once SCmules pass near them, they will switch into receiving state in which they communicate with SCmules' transceivers to receive all data/messages buffered in their storage. After receiving data/messages from SCmules, data centers will send ACK as a feedback to SCmules to tell them the data/messages are received and they can safely clear their buffer and then switch into forwarding state in which they process process received data/messages 10:
send received data /messages to cloud tier 11: End 12: End the received data/messages, such as filtering out duplicated information, and then forward them to cloud tier. Municipal departments can access the data/messages stored in cloud tier. Once they check these data/messages in cloud tier, they will take measures to maintain related infrastructures. Usually, data centers are deployed in the downtown areas of Smart City, i.e. hotspot areas, where SCmules travel more frequently than other areas, to boost the efficiency of data collection.
Algorithm 2 is the pseudo-code of the running process of data centers.
D. SCmules
SCmules are mobile IoT nodes moving in Smart City, they are equipped with transceivers which enable them to opportunistically communicate with nearby nodes (including intelligent devices and data centers). Typical SCmules include taxis, private vehicles, buses and people holding smart mobile phone. When SCmules pass near intelligent devices which are in latency state, they will detect the existence of them and pick up data/messages they are reporting obliviously and incidentally. As the storage is limited, SCmules have to face with the problem whether to buffer the new picked-up data/messages or not. More specifically, in the situation that their storage is full and new more valuable data/messages are picked up, they have to discard some less important data/messages buffered in storage to make room for them. SCmules use greedy selection principle, which means greedily maximize the sum of priorities of data/messages buffered, to guide the selection. That is to say, when the storage is not full, SCmules will store data/messages as much as possible, but when the storage is full, SCmules will compare the priority of the intelligent devices generating these new picked-up data/messages with the priorities of intelligent devices generating the data/messages buffered in SCmules' storage according to priority table and then make decision: if the priority of these new picked-up data/messages is less than any priorities of the data/messages buffered, the new pickedup data/messages will be discarded directly, otherwise, the data/messages in storage with the least priority will be discarded to make room for the new picked-up data/messages and then the new more valuable picked-up data/messages will be buffered in the storage. When SCmules pass near data centers, SCmules will send request for dumping data/messages to data centers, if data centers approve of the request, they will dump all data/messages buffered in their storage to data centers and then clear the storage.
The running process of SCmules, or more accurately the transceivers deployed in SCmules can be divided into three states: latency state, buffering state and dumping state (see Figure 5 ). In latency state, SCmules are detecting the existence of intelligent devices or data centers within their communication range. When detecting that intelligent devices are nearby, SCmules rapidly switch into buffering state to pick up new data/messages and then use greedy selection principle to determine whether to buffer them or not. When detecting that data centers are nearby, SCmules will switch into dumping state and then dump all the data/messages stored to data centers. Algorithm 3 is the pseudo-code of the running process of SCmules, or more accurately, the transceivers deployed in SCmules.
V. SA-PA ALGORITHM
A. OVERVIEW Section 4 gives an almost comprehensive introduction to SWDCP-SCmules scheme, but sidestep the problem of priority assignment. As illustrated in section 1, the priority assignment problem is key to SWDCP-SCmules scheme since it almost determines the final performance of this scheme. In other words, as illustrated in section 3.2, the performance of SWDCP-SCmules scheme is quantified as an optimization target function J, the priority assignment almost End 25: End determines the final value of J. However, the traditional approach, which is finding effective patterns and then using these patterns to design algorithms, to solve the priority assignment problem is unfeasible because of the ambiguity of the meaning of effectiveness and efficiency, the difficulty of finding patterns and the variability of patterns as described in section 1 [44] .
To solve the priority assignment problem, we try to convert the priority assignment problem to an optimization problem based on the idea from machine learning and use simulated annealing metaheuristic to design a universal algorithm that can automatically find a well-performed priority assignment with respect to various optimization targets, which are modeled by optimization target function J, based on the socialaware patterns lying in the GPS trajectory data of SCmules in the past time.
Concretely speaking, first, we quantify the performance of the SWDCP-SCmules scheme as a universal optimization target function J of priority assignment P; then, we use the past GPS trajectory data of SCmules to train a priority assignment P that can optimize J with respect to P and predict that it will also achieve good performance in the future because the future shares similar patterns with the past. Because of the complexity of the computation of J, we use simulated annealing metaheuristic to search for P that can optimize J, in search space. We refer to this solution to priority assignment problem as Simulated Annealing for Priority Assignment Algorithm (SA-PA algorithm).
Why a priority assignment perform well in the past can also perform well in the future? Because the running process of SWDCP-SCmules scheme in the future is similar to the running process in the past under the same configuration C. In other words, they have similar social-aware patterns. Usually, similar social-aware patterns will lead to similar results if the configuration C is fixed. We use a manually observed social-aware pattern to illustrate this statement:
As illustrated in section 1, the frequency that SCmules pass by downtown areas, i.e. hotspot areas, is much higher than the frequency of other areas, especially remote areas. If we deploy data centers in hotspot areas, then the data/messages generated by intelligent devices which are near data centers are more likely to be collected than those generated by intelligent devices located in other areas. This lead to a bad phenomenon that data centers may receive many duplicated data/messages generated by the intelligent devices located near them, but receive a few data/messages from intelligent devices located in other areas. Therefore, we should decrease the priorities of intelligent devices near data centers and increase the priorities of intelligent devices far from data centers: Decreasing the priorities of intelligent devices near data centers will not interfere with the data/messages collection of those intelligent devices, on the contrary, it can decrease the duplicated data/messages collected by data centers (i.e. redundancy rate) and thereby decreasing unnecessary energy consumption. Increasing the priorities of intelligent devices far from data centers will decrease data/messages loss and thereby increasing collection rate. Due to the pattern that the locations of hotspot areas in the future are usually the same as the locations of hotspot areas in the past, assigning priorities according to the priority assignment method mentioned above can achieve good results both in the past and in the future.
However, we can't just rely on the patterns simply acquired by our observation to design algorithm for priority assignment problem. As described in section 1, the pattern mentioned above is just one of the huge number of patterns lying in essence. In fact, most of patterns are difficult for human intelligence to observe and even understand, not to mention that different definitions of effectiveness and efficiency (i.e. optimization target function J) need the support of different patterns, which means a former observed pattern may become useless in new applications. Besides that, some patterns may change occasionally or periodically. Based on the above inference, we could conclude that if we simply use the patterns acquired by our observation to design algorithm solving the priority assignment problem, which is the traditional approach for algorithm design, there must be some unforeseen problems lying in the algorithm that are not taken into consideration.
We follow the above example to illustrate two unforeseen problems lying in priority assignment method proposed in that example:
The performance of the priority assignment method in that example is based on the assumption that all data centers are located in hotspot areas of Smart City. This strong assumption is not that realistic. In fact, it is impossible to deploy data centers for all hotspot areas since there may be temporary hotspot areas in a certain time period, e.g. the districts near natatoriums in hot summer (see section 1). For hotspot areas without the deployment of data centers, the priority assignment method proposed in that example is inefficient because intelligent devices in those hotspot areas are assigned with high priorities since they are far from data centers, but their data/messages may be repeatedly collected by SCmules since they are in hotspot areas. Therefore, these hotspot areas will contribute a lot of redundant data/messages to data centers and thus increase redundancy rate significantly.
Even if the assumption is satisfied, i.e. all hotspot areas are deployed with data centers, some data/messages generated by intelligent devices located near data centers may still have difficulties to be collected. For example, if the data center is deployed near the starting point of the one-way street but the intelligent device is deployed in the end point. Taxis, a typical kind of SCmules, moving along the one-way street will first pass by the data center and dump buffered data/messages to it and then pass by the intelligent devices and pick up data/messages from it. If the one-way street lead taxis from a downtown area to a remote area, although this intelligent device locates in a hotspot area and near a data center, we still can't guarantee that the data/messages from this intelligent device can be collected rapidly just like those generated by other ordinary intelligent devices located near data centers. However, according to the priority assignment method proposed in that example, this intelligent device will be assigned with low priority, its data/messages are easily replaced by data/messages generated by intelligent devices located in remote areas. This will lead to the loss of data/messages generated by this intelligent device (see Figure 6 ). Unlike traditional algorithm design approach, machine learning can automatic find social-aware patterns, which are patterns that can reflect the social preferences of citizens in Smart City, by training hypothesis using training data. Using the idea from machine learning, we propose the SA-PA algorithm which is a universal algorithm for priority assignment problem. No matter what optimization target J is, how difficult the observation of potential social-aware patterns are and how social-aware patterns lying in the GPS trajectory data change constantly, SA-PA algorithm can always automatically learn social-aware patterns from training data (i.e. the GPS trajectory data of SCmules) without manual teaching and then use these social-aware patterns to guide priority assignment.
An important attribute of SA-PA algorithm is its socialawareness since it can automatically learn citizens' social behaviors, which can be formally expressed by social-aware patterns, from GPS trajectory data of SCmules in Smart City. As illustrated in section 1, the basis of learning is that there are a lot of social-aware information lying in the data. This is obviously true because a lot of instances can be provided. For example, if SCmules are taxis, the preferred places citizens in Smart City usually go to, i.e. the hotspot areas, can be analyzed from the frequencies that taxis travel to a certain place with; if SCmules are private vehicles, the places the owners of the private vehicles prefer to go to can be acquired from the trajectories of these private vehicles. The key to the success of SA-PA algorithm is that it can automatically discover these social-aware information from data, express them in the form of hypothesis (the meaning of hypothesis is hard to explain and sometimes even beyond the understanding of human beings) and then use them to improve the priority assignment. This attributes to the magic of machine learning.
In section 5.2, we formalize the priority assignment problem. In section 5.3, we introduce SA-PA algorithm in detail.
B. FORMAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Informally speaking, the problem solved by SA-PA algorithm can be described as follow:
Given the following four elements
• the information of the intelligent devices (e.g. positions, communication range);
• the information of data centers (e.g. positions, communication range);
• the list of all registered SCmules and their configurations (e.g. storage size, communication range of transceivers);
• GPS trajectory data of SCmules in past time interval [ t 1 , t 2 ) where t 1 and t 2 are timestamps and t 1 < t 2 . We want to find a priority assignment that can optimize the optimization target (e.g. maximize collection rate, minimize redundancy rate) in the future time interval [ t 2 , t 3 ) where t 2 and t 3 are timestamps and t 2 < t 3 .
To introduce SA-PA algorithm, we need formalize the problem description above: As defined in section 3.1, the intelligent devices and data centers can be expressed as S and H respectively. All registered SCmules and their storage size can be expressed as V and Q respectively. To formalize the GPS trajectory of SCmule V i in a given time interval, we define trajectory function D as follow:
The output of D is the geographic coordinate (x, y) of SCmule V i in timestamp t x . Therefore, the meaning of knowing the GPS trajectories of SCmule V i in time interval [ t 1 , t 2 ) can be formalized as knowing the value of D (V i , t x ) where V i ∈ V and t x ∈ [ t 1 , t 2 ).
Next, we formalize the notation of priority assignment. We follow the way we express priority assignment in section 3.1. That is, all priorities of intelligent devices form set P = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P m } where m is the number of intelligent devices and P i is the priority assigned to intelligent device S i . The corresponding vector form is P = [P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P m ]. Obviously, there is a one-to-one-to-one correspondence among priority assignment, P and P. It is worth to mention all possible priority assignments form a subset of m-dimensional space if P is used to express priority assignments.
In the informal problem description, the meaning of optimization target is not specified, which means any concrete target, such as maximize collection rate or minimize redundancy rate, can be embedded into the problem and then be solved by SA-PA algorithm. As illustrated in section 3.2, we use a universal optimization target function J to model the unspecified optimization target. Based on J, if P is known, the configuration C = (S, P, H, V, Q) is determined and we can directly compute the value of optimization target function in time interval [ t 2 , t 3 ), which is J C
To illustrate the meaning of J, three concrete examples of J are introduced in section 3.2, i.e. J C , J R and J S , which will be used in section 6 to conduct experiments.
To simplify expressions, we introduce the simplified notation of optimization target function. Before doing that, we first introduce the simplified function notations of collection rate and redundancy rate:
where P is priority assignment and T is time interval. S, H, V and Q are known elements of C.
The simplified notation of optimization target function is
To address the problem in section 5.2, we can use the GPS trajectory data in past time interval [ t 1 , t 2 ) of all SCmules in V as training set and find a priority assignment which can achieve good performance in training set by automatically learning the social-aware patterns lying in training set. Due to the future shares similar social-aware patterns with the past, we claim this priority assignment will also achieve good performance in future time interval [ t 2 , t 3 ). This is the sketch of SA-PA algorithm.
Below details the sketch of SA-PA algorithm: Assume P is given, according to the formal problem description given in last subsection, all elements of configuration C = (S, P, H, V, Q) are known. Besides these, we also know the GPS trajectory data of SCmules in time interval [ t 1 , t 2 ), i.e. the value of D (V i , t x ) where V i ∈ V and t x ∈ [ t 1 , t 2 ). Based on the given information, we can estimate the value of J (P, [ t 1 , t 2 )), which is a measure of performance as described in section 5.1, by simulating the running process of SWDCP-SCmules scheme in time interval [ t 1 , t 2 ).
However, we don't know which P will make training set performs well, i.e. maximize J (P, [ t 1 , t 2 )). To find such P that can optimize J, we convert the original problem to a optimization problem:
Given S, H, V, Q and the value of D (V i , t x ) where V i ∈ V and t x ∈ [ t 1 , t 2 ), find a priority assignment ℘ which can maximize J (℘, [ t 1 , t 2 )). We say ℘ is a good approximation of P best , which can maximize J (P best , [ t 2 , t 3 )).
Note that J cannot be simply expressed by closed formula. To compute J, we need to simulate the running process of Smart City based on the past GPS trajectory data. That's why we cannot use iterative optimization algorithms such as gradient descent and Newton method [45] . Metaheuristics are perfect solution to optimizing this kind of computational complicated function as described in section 2.3. Therefore, we use simulated annealing metaheuristic to solve this optimization problem.
To apply simulated metaheuristic to this optimization problem, we need to define configuration, evaluation function and neighborhood function as described in section 2.3. For this optimization problem, we can naturally define configuration as ℘, i.e. a priority assignment and define evaluation function as J (℘, [ t 1 , t 2 ) ). The definition of neighborhood function is not as direct as configuration and evaluation function. We propose a neighborhood function based on swapping the priorities of two intelligent devices:
In section 5.1, we have given an intuitive explanation of why SA-PA algorithm takes effect. In section 6.3, we conduct experiments to prove its effectiveness.
Algorithm 4 is the pseudo-code of SA-PA algorithm.
pick random number i and j (1 ≤ i < j ≤ m) 6:
If ≥ 0 or e /T 0 ≥ rand(0, 1) 9:
℘ current := ℘ new 10:
nbMv := nbMv + 1 11:
If
℘ best := ℘ current
Parenthetically, the conditional statements of line 8 is equivalent to the acceptance probability illustrated in section 2.3.
Notice SA-PA algorithm uses idea from machine learning. It conforms to the received definition of machine learning proposed by Tom Mitchell, which is described in section 2.2 [36] . In SA-PA algorithm, E is the GPS trajectory data in time interval [ t 1 , t 2 ), P is the optimization target function J and T is to find a well-performed priority assignment. From the perspective of hypothesis, a configuration C is a hypothesis and P is the parameters of the hypothesis, we use training set, i.e. the GPS trajectory data in time interval [ t 1 , t 2 ), to train the hypothesis to find a well-performed P as the parameters of the hypothesis.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. OVERVIEW OF DATASET
To prove the effectiveness of the SWDCP-SCmules scheme and SA-PA algorithm, we use T-Drive trajectory dataset, which is provided by MSRA [46] , [47] , to do experiments. The T-Drive trajectory dataset contains GPS trajectories of 10357 taxis during the period of Feb. 2 to Feb. 8, 2008, in Beijing. The number of GPS waypoints in this dataset reaches up to 15 million and the total distance of the trajectories reaches up to 9 million kilometers. Figure 7 illustrates the dataset visually, different colors reflect different density distribution of the GPS waypoints. Figure 8 , which is extracted from the instruments of the dataset, shows the distribution of time interval between two consecutive waypoints. It indicates, in most cases, GPS devices equipped in taxis sample geographical data every one second or five seconds. This means these discrete waypoints 
FIGURE 8.
The distribution of sampling time interval [46] , [47] .
have enough information to observe the continuous trajectories of taxis.
Besides that, we find there exist some invalid waypoints in dataset, they deviate from the geographical position of the last valid waypoints in very short time interval. For example, in Figure 9 , invalid waypoints are marked by red colors. These invalid waypoints usually occur when taxis are in the areas where GPS service quality is poor, e.g. tunnels.
To guarantee the accuracy of experimental results, we need to filter out these invalid waypoints. Below is the simple filtering algorithm we propose: For a given waypoint, we check the distance between the last valid waypoint and this waypoint divides the time interval between them, if it is larger than the maximum speed limit in Beijing, which is 80 km/h in most places, we mark this waypoint as invalid waypoint and filter it out. Figure 10 illustrates the effectiveness of this filtering method. 
B. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
As SA-PA algorithm need repeatedly simulate the running process of training set with respect to different priority assignment ℘ to compute J (℘, [ t 1 , t 2 )), which is a extremely timeconsuming process, we should simplify the running process to accelerate the algorithm:
We separate the map of Beijing by compact square grid cells, the area of each grid cell is about 40 × 40m 2 , which is the typical coverage range of low power wireless technologies like 802.15.4 and Bluetooth in free space. We assume the communication range of every intelligent device, data center or the transceiver is the area covered by the grid cell it locates in. Although this approximation will introduce some computational error, it can significantly accelerate the simulation.
Since we have separated the map of Beijing by compact grid cells, we can also compress the T-Drive trajectory dataset to filter out unnecessary information based on the grid cells. Because we no longer concern about the exact geographical positions of taxis if we use grid cells as the substitution of original maps, Instead, what we only need to concern is which grid cells these taxis locate in. Therefore, we can compress the dataset and only retain the trajectory of grid cells rather than trajectory of exact longitudes and latitudes. By compressing the dataset, the amount of data needed to be processed significantly reduces, and thereby accelerate the simulation.
We then discuss the geographical deployment of intelligent devices and data centers since they determine two important elements of configuration C = (S, P, H, V, Q), i.e. S and H, respectively.
For data centers H, we follow the suggestion in section 4.3, that is, data centers are usually deployed in downtown areas of Smart City, i.e. hotspot areas. To find hotspot areas, we count the frequency of being travelled by taxis of each grid cell, select the grid cells with high frequency as hotspot areas and then deploy data centers to these grid cells.
By contrast, the deployment of intelligent devices S is comparatively free, we randomly select grid cells and deploy intelligent devices to these grid cells. These grid cells need to be travelled by taxis because taxis can usually cover most of places of the city except the non-constructive lands, such as rivers and forests. Non-constructive land usually have no infrastructures deployed. If a grid cell has no taxis passing by, it is likely to be non-constructive land. In addition, random selection can reduce bias since infrastructures of all areas have probability to be selected to deploy intelligent devices.
For the other three elements V, Q and P of C. V is determined by dataset. Q can be controlled by ourselves. Both V and Q are easy to be handled in experiments.
P need to be trained by SA-PA algorithm with respect to various optimization target function J. Three concrete optimization target functions, which are introduced in section 3.2, are used in the experiments: J C , J R and J S .
Based on the research paradigm of machine learning, we separate T-Drive trajectory dataset into two parts: training set and test set. Training set is used to train the hypothesis, i.e. optimize J with respect to P to get a well-performed C (or more accurately, ℘), using SA-PA algorithm. Test set is used to report the performance of the trained hypothesis, i.e. the performance of C. Because the T-Drive trajectory dataset provided by MSRA is a kind of spatial-temporal data, we separate it according to time: The trajectory data in period of Feb. 2 to Feb. 6 is training set and the trajectory data in period of Feb. 7 to Feb. 8 is test set.
C. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 1) PERFORMANCE WITH RESPECT TO J C
As illustrated in section 6.2, three concrete optimization target functions are used to do experiments: J C , J R and J S . In this subsection, J C is used as optimization target function to illustrate the performance of SWDCP-SCmules scheme and SA-PA algorithm.
We first try to prove the effectiveness of SA-PA algorithm experimentally. To prove its effectiveness, we fix elements S, H, V and Q of configuration C, and observe if the value of J C
increases with the increase of J C
where [ t 1 , t 2 ) is the time interval of training set and [ t 2 , t 3 ) is the time interval of test set. If J C
have a positive correlation, it proves the social-aware patterns in the past are similar to those in the future and these similarities lead to similar performance, which proves the basis of SA-PA algorithm.
In Figure 11 , the blue line roughly tilts up with the increase of horizontal axis, which means that the priority assignment ℘ that can optimize J C (P, [ t 1 , t 2 )) will also roughly optimize
Next we closely compare the degree of improvement provided by SA-PA algorithm from the change of J C C [ t 2 , t 3) with respect to the increase of storage limit in test set. In Figure 14 , the black line illustrates the increase of J C (℘ random , [ t 2 , t 3 )) with respect to the increase of storage limit where ℘ random is a randomly generated priority assignment. assignment. The red line illustrates the increase of J C (℘ 1000 , [ t 2 , t 3 )) with respect to the increase of storage limit where ℘ 1000 is the priority assignment generated by a running of SA-PA algorithm with nbMV = 1000 based on ℘ random . From Figure 14 , we can see that no matter which priority assignment is used, the collection rate of SWDCPSCmules scheme increases with the increase of storage limit, which conforms to intuition. Besides that, we can also see that ℘ 1000 outperforms ℘ random since the red line is above the black line, which means the collection rate of red line is higher than the collection rate of black line, line, especially when the storage limit is not large. This proves the effectiveness of SA-PA algorithm. However, when storage limit is large, the effectiveness of SA-PA algorithm is not significant, this is because the storage is large enough to get rid of the limitation of storage.
Then we closely compare the degree of improvement provided by SA-PA algorithm from the change of J C C [ t 2 , t 3) with respect to the increase of time in test set. In Figure 13 , the black line illustrates the increase of J C (℘ random , [ t 2 , t 3 )) with respect to the increase of time where ℘ random is a randomly generated priority assignment. The red line illustrates the increase of J C (℘ 200 , [ t 2 , t 3 )) with respect to the the increase of time where ℘ 200 is the priority assignment generated by a running of SA-PA algorithm with nbMV = 200 based on ℘ random . From Figure 13 , we can see that no matter which priority assignment is used, the of SWDCP-SCmules scheme increases with the increase of time, which conforms to intuition. Besides that, we can also see we can also see that ℘ 200 outperforms ℘ random since the red line is above the black line, which means the collection rate of ℘ 200 is larger than the collection rate of ℘ random in every time. This proves the algorithm.
Finally, we closely compare the degree of improvement provided by SA-PA algorithm from the change of J C C [ t 2 , t 3) with respect to the increase of data centers deployed in Smart City in test set.
In Figure 12 , the black line illustrates the increase of J C (℘ random , [ t 2 , t 3 )) with respect to the increase of the number of data centers where ℘ random is a randomly generated priority assignment. The red line illustrates the increase of J C (℘ 500 , [ t 2 , t 3 )) with respect to the increase of the number of data centers where ℘ 500 is the priority assignment generated by a running of SA-PA algorithm with nbMV = 500 based on ℘ random . From Figure 12 , we can see that no matter which priority assignment is used, the collection rate of SWDCP-SCmules scheme increases with the increase of the number of data centers, which conforms to intuition. Besides that, we can also see that ℘ 500 outperforms ℘ random since the red line is above the black line, which means means the collection rate of ℘ 500 is larger than the collection rate of ℘ random no matter how many data deployed. This proves the effectiveness of SA-PA algorithm.
2) PERFORMANCE WITH RESPECT TO J R As illustrated in section 6.2, three concrete optimization target functions are used to do experiments: J C , J R and J S . In this subsection, J R is used as optimization target function to illustrate the performance of SWDCP-Scmules scheme and SA-PA algorithm.
We first try to prove the effectiveness of SA-PA algorithm experimentally. To prove its effectiveness, we fix elements S, H, V and Q of configuration C, and observe if the value of
increases with the increase of J C R [ t 1 , t 2) where
is the time interval of training set and [ t 2 , t 3 ) is the and
have a positive correlation, it proves the social-aware patterns in the past are similar to those in the future and these similarities lead to similar performance, which proves the basis of SA-PA algorithm. In Figure 15 , the blue line roughly tilts up with the increase of horizontal axis, which means that the priority assignment ℘ that can optimize J R (P, [ t 1 , t 2 )) will also roughly optimize J R (P, [ t 2 , t 3 )), i.e. J R (P, [ t 1 , t 2 )) and J R (P, [ t 2 , t 3 )) have a positive correlation. Next we closely compare the degree of improvement provided by SA-PA algorithm from the change of J C R [ t 2 , t 3) with respect to the increase of storage limit in test set.
In Figure 16 , the black line illustrates the change of J R (℘ random , [ t 2 , t 3 )) with respect to the increase of storage limit where ℘ random is a randomly generated priority assignment. The red line illustrates the change of J R (℘ 1000 , [ t 2 , t 3 )) with respect to the increase of storage limit where ℘ 1000 is the priority assignment generated by a running of SA-PA algorithm with nbMV = 1000 based on ℘ random .
From Figure 16 , we can see that no matter priority assignment is used, the effective collection rate of SWDCP-SCmules scheme decreases with the increase of storage limit, which is because the more storage SCmules have, the larger probability they will carry redundant data/messages. Besides that, we can also see that ℘ 1000 outperforms ℘ random since the red line is above the black line, which means the effective collection rate of red line is higher than the effective collection rate of black line, especially when the storage limit is not large. This proves the effectiveness of SA-PA algorithm. However, when storage limit is large, the effectiveness of optimization is not significant, this is because the storage is large enough to get rid of the limitation of storage.
Then we closely compare the degree of improvement provided by SA-PA algorithm from the change of J C R [ t 2 , t 3) with respect to the increase of time in test set. In Figure 17 , the black line illustrates the change of J R (℘ random , [ t 2 , t 3 )) with respect to the increase of time where ℘ random is a randomly generated priority assignment. The red line illustrates the change of J R (℘ 200 , [ t 2 , t 3 )) with respect to the increase of time where ℘ 200 is the priority assignment generated by a running of SA-PA algorithm with nbMV = 200 based on ℘ random . From Figure 17 , we can see that no matter which priority assignment is used, the effective collection rate of SWDCP-SCmules scheme roughly decreases with the increase of time. Besides that, we can also see that ℘ 200 outperforms ℘ random since the red line is above the black line, which means the effective collection rate of ℘ 200 is larger than the effective collection rate of ℘ random in every time. This proves the effectiveness of SA-PA algorithm.
Finally, we closely compare the degree of improvement provided by SA-PA algorithm from the change of
with respect to the increase of data centers deployed in Smart City in test set. In Figure 18 , the black line illustrates the increase of J R (℘ random , [ t 2 , t 3 )) with respect to the increase of the number of data centers where ℘ random is a randomly priority assignment. The red line illustrates the increase of J R (℘ 500 , [ t 2 , t 3 )) with respect to the increase of the number of data centers where ℘ 500 is the priority assignment generated by a running of SA-PA algorithm with nbMV = 500 based on ℘ random . From Figure 18 , we can see that the effective collection rate fluctuates with the increase of the number of data centers, this is because the effective collection rate really depends on the selection of positions to deploy data centers. Besides that, we can also see that ℘ 500 outperforms ℘ random since the red line is above the black line, which means the effective collection rate of ℘ 500 is larger than the effective collection rate of ℘ random no matter how many number of data centers are deployed. This proves the effectiveness of SA-PA algorithm.
3) PERFORMANCE WITH RESPECT TO J S As illustrated in section 6.2, three concrete optimization target functions are used to do experiments: J C , J R and J S . In this subsection, J S is used as optimization target function to illustrate the performance of SWDCP-SCmules scheme and SA-PA algorithm. The concrete J S we use in this subsection is
where λ 1 = 0.8, λ 2 = 0.2 and T is a time interval.
We first try to prove the effectiveness of SA-PA algorithm experimentally. To prove its effectiveness, we fix elements S, H, V and Q of configuration C, and observe if the value of J C S [ t 2 , t 3) increases with the increase of J C a positive correlation, it proves the social-aware patterns in the past are similar to those in the future and these similarities lead to similar performance, which proves the basis of SA-PA algorithm. In Figure 19 , the black line roughly tilts up with the increase of horizontal axis, which means that the priority assignment ℘ that can optimize J S (P, [ t 1 , t 2 )) will also roughly optimize J S (P, [ t 2 , t 3 )), i.e. J S (P, [ t 1 , t 2 )) and J S (P, [ t 2 , t 3 )) have a positive correlation. Besides the black line, red line and blue line illustrates the changes of collection rate and effective collection rate in the process of optimization, respectively.
Next we closely compare the degree of improvement provided by SA-PA algorithm from the change of J C S [ t 2 , t 3) with respect to the increase of storage limit in test set. In Figure 20 , the black line illustrates the increase of J S (℘ random , [ t 2 , t 3 )) with respect to the increase of storage limit where ℘ random is a randomly generated priority assignment. assignment. The red line illustrates the increase of J S (℘ 1000 , [ t 2 , t 3 )) with respect to the increase of storage limit where ℘ 1000 is the priority assignment generated by a running of SA-PA algorithm with nbMV = 1000 based on ℘ random . From Figure 20 , we can see that no matter which priority assignment is used, the synthesized rate of SWDCP-SCmules scheme roughly increases with the increase of storage limit, which is because the weight we set to collection rate is much larger than the weight we set to redundancy rate, i.e. λ 1 > λ 2 , in synthesized rate. Besides that, we can also see that ℘ 1000 outperforms ℘ random since the red line is above the black line, which means the synthesized rate of red line is rate of black line, especially when the storage limit is not large. This proves the effectiveness of SA-PA algorithm. However, when storage limit is large, the effectiveness of optimization is not significant, this is because the storage is large enough to get rid of the limitation of storage.
Then we closely compare the degree of improvement provided by SA-PA algorithm from the change of J C S [ t 2 , t 3) with respect to the increase of time in test set. In Figure 21 , the black line illustrates the increase of J S (℘ random , [ t 2 , t 3 )) with respect to the increase of time where ℘ random is a randomly generated priority assignment. The red line illustrates the increase of J S (℘ 200 , [ t 2 , t 3 )) with respect to the the increase of time where ℘ 200 is the priority assignment generated by a running of SA-PA algorithm with nbMV = 200 based on ℘ random . From Figure 21 , we can see that no matter which priority assignment is used, the rate of SWDCP-SCmules roughly increase with the increase of time, which is because the weight we set to collection rate is much larger than the weight we set to redundancy rate, i.e. λ 1 > λ 2 , in synthesized rate. Besides synthesized rate. Besides that, we can also see that ℘ 200 outperforms ℘ random since the red line is above the black line, which means the synthesized rate of ℘ 200 is larger than the synthesized rate of ℘ random in every time. This proves the effectiveness of SA-PA algorithm.
Finally we closely compare the degree of improvement provided by SA-PA algorithm from the change of J C S [ t 2 , t 3) with respect to the increase of the number of data centers in test set.
In Figure 22 , the black line illustrates the increase of J S (℘ random , [ t 2 , t 3 )) with respect to the increase of the number of data centers where ℘ random is a randomly generated priority assignment. The red line illustrates the increase of J S (℘ 500 , [ t 2 , t 3 )) with respect to the increase of the number of data centers where ℘ 500 is the priority assignment generated by a running of SA-PA algorithm with nbMV = 500 based on ℘ random . From Figure 22 , we can see that no matter which priority assignment is used, the synthesized rate of SWDCP-SCmules roughly increase with the increase of the number of data centers, which is because the weight we set to collection rate is much larger than the weight we set to redundancy rate, i.e. λ 1 > λ 2 , in synthesized rate. Besides that, we can also see that ℘ 500 outperforms ℘ random since the red line is above the black line, which means the synthesized rate of ℘ 500 is larger than the synthesized rate of ℘ random no matter how many data centers are deployed. This proves the effectiveness of SA-PA algorithm.
4) SCmules VERSUS MULES
In this subsection, we analyze the influence of storageconstraint, in other words, we compare the performance of SCmules introduced in this paper with the performance of mules (i.e. oblivious data mules) proposed by Bonola et al. [17] . We use SCmules with a priority assignment optimized by SA-PA algorithm with respect to the optimization target function J S , where the size of storage of SCmules is 20, to compare with mules, which has no storageconstraint. Table 2 we can draw the conclusion that, although the performance, especially the collection rate, can be influenced by whether the oblivious data mules are storage-constrained or not, the bad influence can be significantly mitigated by using a proper priority assignment found by SA-PA algorithm. In addition, the proper priority assignment found by SA-PA algorithm can reduce the redundancy rate and therefore reducing energetic waste and increasing network lifetime.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a Social Welfare Data Collection paradigm based on Storage-Constrained Oblivious Data Mules (SWDCP-SCmules scheme). In this scheme, intelligent devices are embedded to infrastructures of Smart City to detect and report their status, data centers are deployed in hotspot areas of Smart City to collect data from intelligent devices and SCmules are mobile IoT nodes moving in Smart City to obliviously pick up data reported by intelligent devices and store-carry-forward to data centers. The SWDCP-SCmules scheme enables the intelligent management of cities and boost the overall social welfare.
However, the storage size of SCmules are limited, to cope with the storage limitations, the concept of priority is introduced to model the selection strategy used in the situation that SCmules lack of spare storage and converts selection strategy to priority assignment. The Simulated Annealing for Priority Assignment Algorithm (SA-PA algorithm) is proposed to guide the priority assignment of intelligent devices. The SA-PA algorithm is a universal machine learning algorithm which can automatically find well-performed priority assignment with respect to various optimization targets by learning social-aware patterns from the past GPS trajectory data of SCmules and significantly improve the performance of SWDCP-SCmules scheme.
In general, the SWDCP-SCmules combined with SA-PA algorithm can propel the construction of Smart City and thereby lead to significant improvement of overall social welfare. 
